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A keyboard shortcut is a key, or a combination of keys, that can quickly perform an action in a program. 
While using them may seem like a small change, shortcuts can decrease the amount of time common 
computer tasks take. You will have to invest some time at first to learn them, but once you have them 
memorized, they will help you transition seamlessly between your writing tasks. 
 
Not all shortcuts work for every program. Refer to a software’s instructions or help manual to learn its 
shortcuts; some programs will show you an action’s shortcut in the menu (you may need to hover the 
mouse cursor over the action’s icon). To see a full list of the keyboard shortcuts in Microsoft Word, 
click Help then type “keyboard shortcuts” in the search bar; in Google Docs, press Ctrl + /. 
 
Modifier Keys 
Most keyboard shortcuts include one of the modifier keys, which include Shift, Alt, and Control. These 
keys often do nothing on their own but can modify the action of another key when used together. Hold 
down the modifier key first, then tap the additional key. Some modifier keys are found on both the left 
and right sides of the keyboard; both keys serve the same function and either can be used. The modifier 
keys, as well as some other useful ones, are highlighted below. These images are examples of common 
keyboards, but not all keyboards have the same organization. 
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Abbreviations and Mac Symbols 
Some keys are often referred to with abbreviations or symbols; the most common are given below: 

Name Abbreviation Mac Symbol 
Control Ctrl  ⌃ 
Command Cmd ⌘ 
Function F or Fn  
Alternate (“Option” on Mac)  Alt ⌥ 

Escape  Esc  
 
On Mac computers, the shortcuts are often the same, with a few exceptions—the most common being 
that instead of using “Control” you will use “Command.” 
 
General Keyboard Shortcuts 
Reading Keyboard Shortcuts: The + symbol shown between keys indicates “and.” For example, Ctrl + S 
means to press the keys Ctrl and S. It does NOT mean to press the keys Ctrl, +, and S. 
(Some of these “shortcuts” are simply useful keys rather than true shortcuts.) 

PC Shortcut Mac Shortcut Action Memory Tool 

Ctrl + C Cmd + C copies text and images C for copy 

Ctrl + X Cmd + X copies and deletes (or “cuts”) text and 
images 

X looks like 
scissors that cut 

Ctrl + V Cmd + V “pastes” (or places) copied text and 
images 

on a keyboard, V 
follows C just 
like pasting 
follows copying 

Ctrl + Z Cmd + Z undoes a previous action (undo)  

Ctrl + Y Shift + Cmd + Z restores a previously undone action 
(redo); can also repeat previous actions 

Y is next to Z 
alphabetically 

Ctrl + F Cmd + F opens a search bar you can use to find 
words or phrases in a window 

F for find 

Alt + Tab Cmd + Tab cycles through open windows  

Shift + [any letter] Shift + [any letter] capitalizes any letters you type 
(if caps lock is on, the letters will instead 
be lowercase) 

letters shift from 
lowercase to 
uppercase  

Caps Lock Caps Lock turns caps lock on or off; if on, every 
letter you type will be capitalized 

locks in capital 
letters 

Backspace Delete deletes text left of the text cursor goes back  
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Delete Fn + Delete deletes text right of the text cursor  

Windows key  opens the start menu  

 
Document Shortcuts 

PC Shortcut Mac Shortcut Action Memory Tool 

Arrow keys Arrow keys changes the position of the text cursor  

Shift + Arrow keys Shift + Arrow keys moves the text cursor and selects letters  

Page Up Fn + Up Arrow  moves text cursor up one page   

Page Down Fn + Down Arrow moves text cursor down one page  

Home Cmd + Left Arrow moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the current line  

the day begins 
at home 

Ctrl + Home  Cmd + Fn + Left 
Arrow 

moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the document 

 

End  Cmd + Right Arrow moves the text cursor to the end of the 
current line 

 

Ctrl + End Cmd + Fn + Right 
Arrow 

moves the text cursor to the end of the 
document 

 

Ctrl + Right Arrow  Option + Right 
Arrow 

moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the next word 

 

Ctrl + Left Arrow Option + Left 
Arrow 

moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the previous word 

 

Ctrl + Down Arrow Cmd + Down 
Arrow 

moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the next paragraph 

 

Ctrl + Up Arrow Cmd + Up Arrow moves the text cursor to the beginning 
of the current or previous paragraph 

 

Tab Tab indents paragraphs (adds space at the 
beginning of paragraphs) 

 

Ctrl + Enter Cmd + Return inserts a page break  

Ctrl + L Cmd + L aligns text to the left margin  L for left   

Ctrl + R Cmd + R aligns text to the right margin  R for right  
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Ctrl + E Cmd + E  aligns text to the center of the page   

Ctrl + I Cmd + I italicizes text I for italics  

Ctrl + B  Cmd + B bolds text B for bold  

Ctrl + U  Cmd + U underlines text U for underline  

Ctrl + { Cmd + [ decrease the size of the selected text  

Ctrl + } Cmd + ] increases size of the selected text   

Ctrl + Shift + C  Shift + Cmd + C copies the formatting style of the 
selected item 

 

Ctrl + Shift + V  Shift + Cmd + V in Word: applies the copied formatting 
style to any text you have selected 
 
other apps: pastes without formatting 

 

Ctrl + A Cmd + A  selects everything in the document A for all 

Ctrl + S Cmd + S  saves the document S for save  

 
Web Browser Shortcuts  

PC Shortcut Mac Shortcut Action Memory Tool 

Ctrl + T Cmd + T opens a new tab  T for tab 

Ctrl + W Cmd + W closes the current tab  

Ctrl + R Cmd + R  refreshes (reloads) browser  R for refresh  

Ctrl + = Cmd + = zooms in  

Ctrl + - Cmd + - zooms out  

F11  expands window to fullscreen  

Ctrl + P Cmd + P opens the print menu P for print  

Ctrl + Tab Ctrl + Tab cycles through open tabs controls what 
tab you’re on 
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Trackpad Shortcuts 
The following shortcuts require the use of a laptop’s trackpad. 

PC Shortcut Mac Shortcut Action Memory Tool 

place two fingers 
on the touchpad 
and slide them 
horizontally or 
vertically 

place two fingers 
on the touchpad 
and slide them 
horizontally or 
vertically 

scrolls the page   

place two fingers 
on the touchpad 
and pinch in or 
out 

place the thumb 
and middle finger 
on the touchpad 
and pinch in or out 

zooms in or out   

place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe up 

place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe up 

Windows: shows all open windows 
 
Mac: shows all windows 

 

 place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe down 

unshows all windows  

place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe down 

place three fingers 
and thumb on 
touchpad; move 
thumb away from 
fingers 

shows the desktop  

place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe right or 
left 

place three fingers 
on the touchpad 
and swipe right or 
left  

switches between open windows  

tap two fingers   opens a context menu (often known as a 
right click or secondary click)  
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